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THE AERO IS FUN II
There is no question that this is the only way to
describe our brand new recreational glider.
770 sq. ft., 60% double surface, 37ft span,
a very light 591bs and a very easy set-up.
Whether you're buying your first glider or just
wanting a good time at your local site then the
AERO is the glider for you.
THIS GLIDER IS CURRENTLY UNCERTIFIED
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SKYSAILOR
is
the
official
publication of the HANG GLIDING
FEDERATION OF AUSTRALIA (HGFA).
Skysailor appears 12 times per year as
a service to members.
For non
members
living
in Australia the
subscription is Aus $48 pa. Overseas
costs
are
available
from
the
Administrator.
Cheques should be
made payable and sent to HGFA.
The primary purpose of Skysailor is to
provide a ready means for the
information and entertainment of hang
glider pilots in Australia and in this way
to advance the future development of
hang gliding and its methods of safety.
Contributions are invited.
Articles,
photographs and
illustrations are
welcomed although the editor reserves
the right to edit or delete contributions
where necessary.
Articles of unknown origin will NOT be
published and all contributions should
be accompanied by the contributer's
name, address and HGFA number for
verification purposes.
Neither HGFA nor the editor assume
responsibility for the material or
opinions presented in Skysailor.
Copyright in Skysailor is vested in the
HGFA. Copyright in articles and other
contributions is vested in each of the
authors in respect of their contribution.
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NOT print-ready. is the 10th of the month
otherwise the 15th of the month.
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Dear Sue,
Congratulations on a job well
done. I have always read Skysailor
from cover to cover the instant it
arrives, but now it takes longer and
therefore provides more enjoyment.
Simply put, the reason for this is that
cartoons (5 pages of them) don't take
long to read, don't help me fly better
and are only funny some of the time.
Yours
Paul Blackburn
Dear Sue,
I would like to add my
congratulations on your production of
Skysailor. It certainly gives a much
more responsible face to the hang
gliding movement though I fleetingly
miss the lightheartedness of the old
format.
With regards to Gordon Bretag's
letter, in the November edition,
commenting on the new rating system,
I am in complete agreement that a
guide to answering the questions
should be published or at least a list of
texts and references where the
answers can be found.
Kind regards
John Bransworth
Dear Ed,
Camberwarra
Mountain,
near
Nowra, Sunday 22/11/87.
Crouched on my knees in my
glider which is resting on the ground
on its base bar, I admire the beautiful
panorama laid out before me beyond
the end of the take off run. The wind
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sock which had previously hung limply
from its mast suddenly started to fill. A
couple of seconds later I could feel the
breeze on my face, the glider creaked
and moved slightly.
Standing and
picking my glider up, I stood there
feeling its balance.
Everything felt
good and another look at the sock
indicated the best bit of wind for some
time. A slight lean forward and I start
my run. The ground up to the front
edge of take off is eaten up in a matter
of seconds. As I take the last step over
the edge, ease out slightly on the bar
and I'm away. Climbing into prone I
turn half right and head out over the
right hand spur, no lift at all in front of
take off. As I went over the right hand
spur I was already getting a fairly close
look at the trees gliding silently
beneath me. Then the vario uttered its
first noise since I took off. I circled in
very disjointed lift until I was above
take off, then headed straight back
over the top of the mountain. I got
there with only about 100' above the
menacing looking radio mast but the
vario was uttering a constant note and
circling there, take off was soon 1500'
below me.
Then
sixth
sense
told
me
something
was
slightly
amiss.
Reaching down my harness with one
hand below my parachute pack I felt
the velcro seamed cover of the lower
pocket flapping in the wind. It was
empty. Somewhere between take - off
and now I had deployed all my pack up
equipment. Even though the vario was
still whining my heart sank.

Once on the ground
cross
questioned everybody, pilots and
spectators alike but nobody had seen it
go. It wasn't visible from the air or on
the ground, even with the aid of a pair
of binoculars.
Apart
from
the
obvious
inconvenience of having to tie your
glider up with string to get it home,
replacing it all leaves very little change
from $200.
The moral of this little story is
velcro does not do everything.
The reason for writing this little
story is : if someone should find a red
GTR glider bag, 2 batten bags, 5 ties,
padding pieces and an instrument bag
all packed inside a green back pack
harness bag, somewhere around the
of Camberwarra
Mountain
area
there's a case of beer and many thank
you's for its return.
I can be contacted at home on (02)
671 4950 or work (02) 633 2322.
David Middleton
Sue,
I sure like the make up of the
January Skysailor with it's colorful
pages. The one story I did like was the
"Flying Bignells" Perhaps when I show
it to my well meaning sister she will
stop telling me that I'm too old at 63 to
fly hang gliders. The individual stories
of our girl flyers will also be a great
back up for me. Obviously they are all
very good flyers but they will not get
any good flying competition from me
as I'm more than happy to be able just
to fly around and leave all competition
to the youngsters. Of course I often
think just how nice a photo of my new
glider would look in Skysailor. One of
these days I may be able to persuade
my sister to get her camera out then I
will know she has finally given up
trying to keep me grounded.
Regards
Bill Thorneywork
Dear Sue,
I can sympathise with people
wanting theory test answers published.
I am unable to define a high speed
stall.
Dennis Pagen illustrates a straight
line shallow dive apparently stalled at
high speed, then states, "One would be
hard put to suffer that in an earlier
glider." Would he have us believe that
a modern certified hang glider has less
pitch stability and dive recovery than
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older models?
Has any pilot
experienced the manoeuvre?
In flight, stall speed can only be
increased by higher wing loading
situations such as:
rarefied air,
degraded aero foil (damage, ice, rain,
etc.) and pulling G's.
The G force cannot increase
without a continuing change of
direction, in this case, an increasing
climb angle.
A study of failed looping attempts
by pilots pushing out at high speed
reveals that a glider goes beyond whip
stall attitude and falls over the top. I
am convinced that there aint no such
animal as a high speed stall.
Congratulations for the standard
of December Skysailor,
GeoSmith
Dear Sue,
NEW RATING SYSTEM
Surely John Allen and Martyn
Yeomans are both right. Many of the
questions require specific answers
which must be memorised, while
others require understanding of a
broader nature and of course all would
have some source reference(s).
Could we not have the specifics
published
together
with
a
comprehensive
list
of
source
references for all questions?
Systematic coverage of the trickier
subjects by our more knowledgeable
members
or
by
guest
writers,
conceivably, could cover (in time) all
the questions.
If these were published in
Skysailor and printed in block sizes
which could be cut out and inserted in
our handbook covers, we could not
only learn once but at some future
time have a handy aid to revision.
Yours faithfully
Chris Sugden
Dear Sue,
Being a full-time student, I don't
have the time or inclination to do lots
of extra studying to find the answers to
the pilot rating theory questions. So as
a follow up to Bill Thorneywork's letter
in the December issue, don't worry
about a general review to jog our
memories, just give us the answers! I
would appreciate the time saved so
that I can go flying.
Thanks
Rick PichI mann
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Dear Sue,
Martyn Yeomans is quite correct
when he says that pilots will 'memorise'
the answers to the new rating questions
if these are published. Is that not the
purpose of the exercise?
Having
obtained
Australian,
British and Canadian Airline Pilot
Licences and numerous complex
aircraft type ratings over the last 23
years, I think I know a little of the pros
and cons of the 'academic pursuit' of
flying.
Much
theory
is
put
into
examinations
to
test
one's
determination to qualify. If it has no
practical use it is forgotten the day
after the examination is passed. I have
a technical library of forgotten
formulae. Some theory falls into the
'nice to know' category.
This is
hopefully filed somewhere in the
subconscious and, perhaps aided by
some refresher reading, can be
dredged up if needed. But the real
'guts' of flying, the stuff needed to
ensure that the number of landings
always equals the number of take offs,
must be memorised.
Related to
powered aircraft that means we learn
off by heart such things as power
settings, gear and flap speeds, engine
fire and failure drills etc. When we do
a type rating exam or licence renewal
test we know exactly what questions
will be asked and hopefully we know
the exact answers. Sure, there will be
other general 'nice to know' questions
as part of the continuing education
process, but the real purpose of the
examination is to ensure that we can
produce the goods, under Pressure,
any time. The only sure way of doing
this is to MEMORISE.
Applying this principle to the new
hang gliding rating examinations,
surely the purpose of these is to make
us safer pilots? If so, why all the
mystique? John Allen said it all when
he said that it is not a wise idea to
accept what a couple of club know-ails
may think the answers are. What we
do not need is any conflict on what
answers are correct. We do need a
standardised teaching syllabus.
If
publishing
the
HGFA
approved
correct answers to all the questions is
going to make it too easy for the likes
of the undersigned to gain a more
advanced rating, then what about the
lectures I suggested last month? I for
one would be willing to pay a nominal
amount to attend an HGFA
sponsored seminar if it resulted in a
furtherance of my knowledge and

would further suggest that such a
seminar could culminate in the written
examinations. Or did I already suggest
that last month?
I would be prepared to give some
time in assisting in preparing lecture
material, though I am not, of course,
sufficiently qualified in the world of
hang gliding to actually deliver it!
Gordon Bretag.
Dear Sue,
There have been many rumblings
among the rank and file pilots about
the inclusion of sports other than hang
gliding under the HGFA. In order that
this problem is in no way exacerbated I
am informing the rank and file with
this letter before I bulldoze the
inclusion of sailboards through the
executive.
From June 1988 sailboards (soon to
be called Wet Hang Gliders) will come
under the jurisdiction of the HGFA.
There
are
several
important
reasons for this. All of which may be
objected to by those reactionary
backward thinking "purist" hang glider
pilots, the ones who insist that hang
gliders are foot launched, weight shift
controlled gliders, light enough to be
carried and launched by the pilot
alone.
The reasons for the inclusion of
W.H.G's are as follows:
(1) Laymen are said to believe
trikes are hang gliders, because a
small part of a powered aircraft with
wheels looks like a hang glider.
Sail boards (WHG) look very much like
half a hang glider. More importantly,
when a sailboard is rolled up on the
roof of a car, no layman can tell it from
a hang glider. Even pilots have been
seen to wave at the drivers of cars
carrying WHG's in comradely fashion.
(2) Like the large parachutes with
control surfaces called para gliders,
WHG's are already using our sites.
These days it's impossible to fly Long
seeing
heaps
of
Reef without
sailboards having short flights off the
waves at the bottom.
(3)
Sailboards will be able to
perform as "tugs" for hang gliders.
Naturally they won't actually pull them
into the air, but at least it will be safer
than being towed through
the
propwash and vortexes of a trike, which
has to travel faster than the published
safe maximum speed of a GTR. It will
also be more legal than clipping into
an unapproved release for an aero tow
with no D.O.A. exemption, behind a
heavier than legal trike to a height
5
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1988 UNFINANCIAL MEMBERS
Below is a list, in State order, of all the 1987 full members who have
not yet renewed for 1988.
This is the list as at 17th Jan 1988 so unfortunately those who have since joined will be listed.

Normally we have 200 - 300 members each year who do not rejoin, for a variety of reasons. However at the moment
we still have over 600 unfinancial members so if your name is below and you are still flying please send in your
membership fee. If any current members see the name of a pilot they know please remind them that they are still
unfinancial.
PLEASE NOTE THAT:
1. This is the last SKYSAILOR unfinancial members will receive.
2. It is ILLEGAL, under our ANO, to fly a hang glider without being a member of HGFA and non-members who
continue flying ultimately may have to face court proceedings and a fine.
3. Unfinancial members, who continue flying, unfairly enjoy the site and flying privileges that the financial
members pay for.
4. Hang gliding clubs, landowners, national parks, Dept of Forests & Lands, many city and county councils
etcetera expect hang glider pilots who use their land to have the $5,000,000 third party insurance that is perhaps
the most important part of your membership fee. The use of many flying sites depends on our third party insurance.
5. The general public has a right to expect a pilot to be covered in the case of an accident involving them
especially as many sites, take-ofts and landing areas are close to houses and frequented by the public.
6. It is the duty of a SO or Club to ensure that ALL fliers are members - that is why we have a helmet sticker. I
therefore urge all Clubs and SOs to check membership cards or helmet stickers of fliers whose membership is in
doubt.
Although policing is an unenviable job, non-members should be gently persuaded that they are not legally entitled
to fly. If, after stating the reasons above, a non-member ignores the SO or starts ranting and raving (as often
happens) the SO should issue a warning in the presence of a witness (preferably another SO), write a report of what
has happened and send copies to the person involved, the State Association, and HGFA. Please try to be as
diplomatic as possible and call on the assistance of other SOs or members if necessary.
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BRIGHTMORE IAN
BROOKS
BUCKLE
CARTER
CASAGRANDE

SIMONE
PETER
PAUL
EN20

CHEESMAN

BRIAN

CLAPHAM

BARRY

CONWAY
COOPER

ANTHCNY
DAVID

COUSEN

~

COWPER
DANIELS

EFlUCE
MIKE

DAVIES

CXLG.AS

DAVIS

PATRICK

DAVOREN

GJf

DINSMORE

KEVIN

DRIVER

LEIGH

EARLY

PAUL

EBERLE

R;)(

EBSARY

MARK

EDGECOMBE

TIMOTHY

EDWARDS

BARRY

ENGLISH

CXJRoIElJOI

EVANS

TEffiENa:

FARQUHARSOI PHILLIP
FITZGERALD
FLETCHER

JOHN
DAVID

FRENCH

1f£VCfI
GEHl
JOHN

FRISWELL

JOHN

FORD
FOTEN

FURNELL
GALLANT
GARRONE
GIORGI

JERRY
ERRJL
PETER
DAVID

Name

GLENN

MCDOUGALL

RAYMOND

Surn!lrna

CHANDLER

McCRINDLE

MATTHEWS

MICHAEL

GARY

BRENTON

ASHLEY

BRETT

GARSIDE

ALLBUTT

BARRY

WI LMOTT

FREEBODY

MARK

NORMAN

MULLER

MICHAEL

BROOKES

NANCARROW

ANDREW

STEPHEN

EYRE

MAURICE

WAYNE

MANN

EMERY

JOHN

PETER

KEN

Name

MARK

BREMER

MAXWELL

WILLIAMSON

Surname

ALCOCK

BREARLEY

MAUNDRELL

MUIR

SA

EEENE

!EVAN

WILLIAMS

ACT

AITKEN

MUR RAY

MUHLEN-SCH R:W1K

FRANK

VAN SENTEN

HANS
JAMES
BRIAN

f-UlH
GRAEME
DON
NICHOlAS
EFlUCE
RAY
JOHN
IVAN
KIM

RON
COLIN

VAN ROOYEN

DREW
DRISCOLL
ELLIOT
ELLIOTT

FUNNELL

CLAIRE

WEBB

TIM

GRAYLING

SIMON

WILLEMS

JOHN

GUY

JAMES

WIMBUSH

GARTH

HEIN

DAVID

WORTHI NGTC DAVE

JAMES

DENNIS

WRIGHT

KINGSBURY

DAVID

SlJSANLB

KORNAAT

DANIEL

NCf\M

LANG

BRIAN

HOWARD

JANNICE

MAYFIELD

BEN

KEVIN

HUBER

I'IO.R>No(

MCCANN

JOHN

MOLINARI

LUIGI

INGLIS

HAMISH

MCLEOD

fO'!(

MOORE

ALAN

JONES

EVAN

MELLOWSHI P JOHN

MULDER

ADRiMN

KOLKER

MIRIAM

MIRUS

STEPHANI

MYLNE

G'EG

LABAHN

ROEERT

MURCHISON

NIELSEN

ROEERT

LEONG

PENG

NAVARRO

GARY
MANDEL

BIRBECK

FOSS

R

LEV

ALEXANDE

NELSON

WAYNE

BOEKHOLT

RAYMOND

O'BRIAN

SHAWN

LISTON

PETER

NEWBOLD

LINDSAY

BRIERLEY

RUSSELL

O'SHEA

MARK

LOVE

NEWMAN

RAYMOND

CAMPBELL

NEIL

PAYR

lfoIO.FGNT.

LYNN

DONALD
DEREK

OATEN

PAUL

COLLINS

NEIL

PAZMANY

PETERH

MACFARLANE JAMES

OVERALL

RICHARD

COLLINSON

IAN

PRINEAS

ANTHCNY

MCPHIE

RACKLEY

DRABBLE

DAVID

DRUETT

DAVID

MITCHELL

FEHLBERG
GOODRICH

BRUI'O

WA
Surname

Name

PUGIN

LANCE

MITCHELLHIL lAIN

RAMSAY

GEf\AAD
RICHARD

RAMSAY

GLEN

MUEHLEBACH JOHN

RAMSEY

STEVEN

FARREN

MICHAEL

REID

IAN

NICOLL

GLENN

ROBINSON

TIM

GRAHAM

CHRIS

RIMKUS

RONALD

PALMER

STEVEN

ROTHWELL

MICHAEL

GRILL

STEFAN

RITTER

MURRAY

PARK

NElLA

RYAN

TIMOTHY

HOCKINGS

PAUL

ROLPH

lOW

PARKIN

KATHLEE~

SALEWSKI

PETER

JARRETT

BRUCEJ

SAMUELS

ROEERT

PECK

ROEERT

SAVAGE

FRANK

JENKINS

EDWARD

SHALLCROSS

RONA

PENDLEBURY MK:HAEL

SCHOEBINGER ERICH

KING

PETER

SHEARIN

JEFFREY

PHILLIPS

KEN

SJOSTRUM

PHIL

MADDOX

<HD:RY

SLADE

EFlUCE
TERENCE

PILLEY

MICHAEL

STANCLIFFE

KYM

MAGNUS

EDWARD

SLOAN

PIPER

RAYMOND

TESCH

RONALD

MCMAHON

PATRICK

SMITH

SHARYNE

POHLS

MARTIN

VOYSEY

~

PERUCH

aA

SMITH

CHRiSTOP

PORT

GRAEME

TEN HOUVE

KEVIN

PRICE

DENZIL

SPENCE

GARYD

PORTER

KEVIN

YOUNG

JOHN

STANYON

PAUL

RAUSCH

RONA

RAYNES

GRAHAM

STRICKLAND

JOHN

ROBINSON

IAN

SANDY

GRAHAM

STU MER

KERRY

RUTTER

JOHN
JEFF

<HD:RY
SCOTT
SHUTTLEWOR SIMON

MALCOLM

SWADLING

IAN

SALTER

TANSLEY

GEOfffEY

SANDLER

STEPHEN

TENBRINK

GEcrF

SETHNA

PHILLIP

THOMPSON

CAMERON

SHEERAN

TRUDGIAN

RICHARD

SHEPPARD

JOHN
LANCE

VOGEL

KLAUS

SIMONOF

PETER

WAITE

DEAN

SMELSTORIU! MARaJS

WARD

PETER

SOUTHWELL

IAN

WATERS

GLEN

STEMP

BRENDAN

WAY

TEffiENa:

STERNBERG

WAYNE

WEEKES

WARREN

STEWART

auvE

WHITELEY

PHILIP

SUMMONS

KEITH

WRIGHT

ALAN

GOODRICK

SODTT

TAYLOR

NEIL

GOODWIN

NEIL

TONKS

MICHAEL

GORDON

VAN AGGELEN ROEERT

GRAIEG

ANTHCNY
GRAHAM

GRAIG

GRAHAM

VAN DER KLO( MARIE-LO

GREEN

SONIA

SOUTH

TAS
SUrname

IRENE

PETER

STONE

SIMON

TATHAM

GRANT

WRIGHT

MICHAEL

Name

ARMITSTEAD

GLENN

BROWN

TIM

CABALZAR

MICHAEL

JAGO

MARK

NELSON

CHRISTOP

VAN BEMMEL RONALD

fOl
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Worth of air travel

for

ONLY $2 !!

HOW?

.. BY SUBSCRIBING TO THE 1988 F.A.I. CONFERENCE FUNDS APPEAL

The 1988 F.A.L Conference, hosted by the Royal Federation of Aero Clubs of Australia, will be
held in Sydney in October 1988. This will be an important and historic occasion for the Australian
Aeronautical movement, as it will bring together representatives of all aviation disciplines from all over
the world- from aero modellers to vintage aircraft enthusiasts; from balloonists to weekend club pilots
- to establish strategies and deal with issues which will affect us all. In addition, the conference will
be chaired by an Australian, G.A.(IPeter") Lloyd, who is the current President of F.A.I.
In order to assist with the funding of the Conference, all members of the Aero Club movement and
Sports Aviation associations are invited to take up one or more subscriptions, at a cost of $2.00
each or 6 for $10.00. Each subscription gives you a chance in the draw for $3000 worth of air
travel. Also, each person subscribing $10 or more will receive a free commemorative car sticker.
Simply fill in the subscription form below and return it, together with your cheque, money order etc

to your Sports Association or Aero Club (cheques etc to be made out to your own association).
--x----------------~---------------~Name - - - - - - - - - - -_______________

Address --------________________________
Post code

I enclose $
being for
subscriptions to the 1988 FAI CONFERENCE FUNDS APPEAL
@ $2.00 each or 6 for $10.00 . I understand this will entitle me to
entries in the draw for $3000 worth
of air travel.
NOTE: Subscription closes April 21 st, 1988. The draw will be made at the RFAC Annual Conference in May
1988 and the winning subscriber notified by mail within 7 days.
RETURN THIS

FORM TO:

Hang Gliding Federation of Australia, R 508, 161 Gloucester St, Sydney 2000
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by CRAIG WOR TH
In 1962 the Australian Water Ski
Association held the first Australian
Kite Flying Nationals. Water skiers
flying five-sided flat-kites performed
slalom tasks and other tricks while
being towed behind a ski boat. Among
early National Champions were Kevin
Duncan and Bill Moyes. Their sons
Rick and Steve won the last two Kite
Flying Nationals in '79 and '80. The
competition format by then entailed
releasing after a boat tow and
performing as many 3600 and reversal
turns as possible followed by a spot
landing.

By the '78 Nationals at Burra, South
Australia, thermal tasks around pylons
were the go, but uncooperative
weather
meant
a
disappointing
competition. Tied winners were Steve
Powter and Tim Travers.
The first Nationals at Mt Buffalo were
in 1981. The format was one on one
competition with a duration event each
morning, followed by a pylon/goal
course of an afternoon with the
occasional open distance thrown in for
good measure. The longest flight of
the meet was 65 krns. The champion
was present HGFA president Phil
Mathewson.
A similar format in 1982, again at
Buffalo, and the previously unknown
South
Australian
pilot
Steve
Bienkinsop was champion. Extreme
drought conditions tested the pilots
endurance and the final day saw half
the entrants unable to fly with
dehydration sickness.
Steve was
unable to collect his trophy due to
hospitalisation.
Two days after
completion of the competition saw Rob
de Groot fly 250 km from Myrtleford
Hill, demonstrating the X-C potential
of the area.

Phil Mathewson on an ultra-flat Foil.

Steve Moyes had already won the first
foot launched Nationals at Mt York,
west of Sydney in 1976 incorporating
figure of eight turns around pylons and
a spot landing.
The following year, 1977, Rick Duncan
won at Mt Elephant, Victoria. It was at
Mt Elephant that pilots first saw
thermalling in competition, Rick
managed an 'amazing' 3 mile flight
around a pylon course without ridge
lift!

In 1986 the Nationals returned to Mt
Buffalo and were run using a revised
heat system which proved unpopular
to say the least.
The field was
increased to 60 and Steve Moyes was
again National Champion though John
Pendry and Jes Flynn from the UK
finished in front of Steve in the final
placings.
The 1987 Nationals and Mt Buffalo
Cross Country Classic Competitions
were combined as a prelude to the
World Championships and 150 pilots
competed in the 'Swan Masters'. Rick
Duncan
emerged
as
deserving
champion and with Australia having
the highest placed four pilots, hopes
are high for an Australian team victory
this, year. The Masters was held over
12 rounds with tasks averaging over 100
kms each, and the best scoring system
to date, incorporating performance
and positional points within groups of
50 pilots, with a cut to 48 pilots after six
rounds.
The
'88
Nationals
have
been
postponed until later this year and
may well see a change in venue,
though no doubt the Championship
will continue to be increasingly harder
to win.

However, Ben Nevis, another excellent
X-C site further south in Victoria was to
host the next three Nationals. The
tasks were gradually getting longer
and the one on one format had given
way to heats of five pilots with field
sizes of 40 to 50.
The 1983 National Champion was Alan
Daniel and for the first time overseas
pilots were allowed to compete as
'guests'.
1984 saw Danny Scott
National Champion although John
Pendry from the UK had scored better.
Phil Flentje from South Australia
clearly won the '85 Nationals although
3 of the top 5 finishers were from
Europe.

Photo from Dave Middleton
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Pilot
HUBBARD Guy
BLENKINSOP Steve
PRITCHARD Phil
HIBBERD Rob
CUMMINGS Denis
MacRAE Colin
NEWLAND Mark
HEANEY Grant
BEAVIS Alan
GORDON Dave
ZUPANCMike
MOLLISON Paul
REESIan
RUDDICK Paul
NOUDToni
GANDERTON Jenny
LEE Wayne
f.IMERI Garry
AITKEN Peter
MACDONALD Chris
PATON Len
HILL Wesley
BARNES Bob
PARSONS Richard
MACLEOD Cal an

Flt 1
112.6Re
2843
112.6Re
2843
112.6Re
2843
112.6Re
2843
112.6Re
2843
107.1Ru
2572
112.6Re
2843
112.6Re
2843
112.6Re
2843
112.6Re
2843
112.6Re
2843
107.IRu
2572
107.IRu
2572
61.0Ru
1325
90.9Ru
1853
186.0De
599
20.1Rc
508
198.0Dc
638
20.1Rc
508
233.0Dc
751
76.0Dc
245
51.1Gc
258
63.5Gc
321
89.2Dc
287
25.5Gc
129
Key
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Flt 2

Flt 3

Flt 4

FltS

89.7Re
2265
114.7Te
1366
5l.1Re
1290
47.5Re
1200
114.0Tu
1349
112.6Tu
1316
114.7Te
1366
1783Ge
901
91.5Tu
869
178.3Ge
901
96.0Tu
957
85.6Tu
761
83.1Tu
717
43.6Ru
1013
34.0Ge
172
180.0De
580
63.5Gc
321
47.5Ge
240
43.IDc
139

81.8Ru
1890
47.5Re
1200
103.9Tu
1120
104.8Tu
1140
160.OGe
809
1783Ge
901
78.5Tu
614
91.5Tu
869
76.OTu
575
88.3Tu
809
144.5Dc
466
25.2Re
636
119.9Dc
386
62.8Tu
393
43.0De
139
128.9Dc
415
47.1 Dc
152
25.5Gc
129
25.5Gc
129

112.6Tu
1316
1783Ge
901
160.OGe
809
76.0Tu
575
78.3Tu
611
74.3Tu
550
159.9Dc
515
70.0Tu
488
177.4Dc
572
115.9Dc
373
126.3De
407
132.3Dc
426
117.3Dc
378
88.8Dc
286
29.3De
94

151.0De
487
160.OGe
809
74.5Tu
553
123.0Dc
396
68.OGe
344
128.9Dc
415
115.8De
373
134.9De
435
130.9Dc
422
68.OGe
344
56.5Tu
318
48.5Tu
234
68.OGe
344
72.9Dc
235
17.3De
56

45.6Dc
147

25.5Gc
129

39.4Dc
127

22.7De
73

TOTAL

8801
7119
6615
6154
5956
5754
5711
5536
5281
5270
4991
4629
4397
3252
2314
1594
1257
1007

63.0Dc
203
34.0Dc
110

448
368
321
287
129

Triangle
Open Distance
Nominated Goal
Out and Return
Completed
Uncompleted

Entries but no flight details have
been received from
PHILLIPS Jeff,
JENSEN Ken,
KELLY Paul,
GILBERT Denis,
FLENTJE Phil,
BAROONTim
and
CHATERS Chris.

976
751

T
D
G
R
c
u

The Cross Country League is alive
and well despite delays that are
being experienced in responding
to letters from entrants. The
current standings shown are
approximate only and include
flight details from the recent
Flatlands competition. (Time has
not permitted the calculation of
great circle distances as yet.

Example:
67.0Te
1000
=67.0 K Triangle
1000 Points

Remember that flights should be
submitted within one month of the
flight date and that the League
finishes on 31st March 1988. Send
your paperwork to
Paul Mollison,
8 Brown Street,
ADAMSTOWN
NSW2289.
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HARBOUR
AIR
PAG lANTl
27TH SEPTEMBER 1987

by Joe Scott
The Mid North Coast Hang Gliding Association staged a
static display of hang gliders and 'Trikes'.

The glider pilots, Dave Julian and Mark Richards hadn't
towed for two years and Dennis had never driven a tow
vehicle. Add a fifteen to twenty nor-easter and things
started to look a bit shaky.

I'd only heard about the flight show about three weeks
before it was on via the local radio station. With a couple of
quick phone calls to the organizer --KEVIN GAIL - we
secured a ten minute time slot. Thanks go to Kevin for
guaranteeing DOA approval at short notice.

Joe hassled his way into the ultralight section for a flight
(although don't tell his trike that it's an ultralight).

Plan 'A' was for two trikes owned by Joe Scott and Mark
Richards to fly to the Coffs Harbour jet airport on Saturday
27th with hang glider pilots Lee Scott, Gary Hazel,David
Julian and Bob Cox to have some car towing practice at the
strip on Saturday.

Mark and Dave had great tows and Joe plus Trike climbed
out with Dave whilst Marie did the commentary from the
time the boys left the ground.

Plan 'B' was quickly implemented when Mark's trike wing
was blown over one Sunday morning. 'Twas a sad sight it was
too!
'
Joe flew in late on the Saturday and what a blast it was to get
approval to fly into controlled airspace AND to get a green
light to land on the main runway!!! Hying over Coffs
Harbour, LEGALLY was tremendous !!!
Plan 'C' was put into action when Marie Jeffery was
discovered at the bar of the aero club - where else would you
expect to find her? - and she agreed to do the commentary
over the P A and the local radio station. Thanks Marie, and a
job well done. The second rope and some hot pilots were
having difficulty getting to Coffs. So the stage was set with:
Two gliders (a Gyro and Sabre) on static display
with the mouth from the south Denis Clancy
doing a great PR job and Llyris rapidly
expand ing her knowledge of hang gliding lingo
on the unsuspecting public - good one Llyris !
She was rewarded later with the ride of her life
home to Pleasant Heads -- great with a tail wind!
Two gliders, two pilots, one rope only and one
driver set up for the towing display. The display
was saved, firstly by Ken Gill, a very keen 56
going on 17 year old PR2 pilot, who brought the
second rope AND by Tim Webb from Byron
Bay and Donna, who were shanghaied into
driving.

It was two boring circuits with the ultralights and a
gyrocopter then landed where the gliders were set up.

We only had ten minutes in the air, but what a blast it was to
be 1000' above 10,000 people and assorted military and
civilian aircraft AND to show these people what hang gliders
and trikes can do.
The boys put on a great show of wing overs, stalls, spins and
more wing overs -- watching them from the trike was unreal.
I had a ton of fun throwing the trike around, spiral climbs
and vertical climbs (with the aid of 20mph head wind) and
turning the damned thing inside out. Legal or not, noisy or
not, they are the best thing that has happened to hang
gliding since Bill Moyes developed the "A" frame!!!!
Thanks to all who made our little display possible and long
live hang gliding and trikes (they do go hand in hand) - the
most fun you can have with your pants on.
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Currently you have three Parachutes
to choose from
1) BULLET AUSTRALIAN MADE

$425

2) PRO LITE American Made

$420

3) PARALOGIC 5th African Made

$395

The BULLET IS AUSTRALIAN MADE and
available direct or through H/G Agents.
The Prolite is sold by 5kysoaring Industries.
The Paralogic is sold by Aerial Technics/Moyes.
50 you have a choice . But how to choose?
Price? (They are all within $30 in price).
Performance? 5ize? Weight? They are similar.
Naturally we would like you to buy our Parachute. not just because its
AUSTRALIAN but because it offers you top value.

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Its guaranteed for 12 months against faulty materials and workmanship.
Has a published rate of descent for a given load .
Is backed by a company with 20 years of Parachute knowledge.
Produced to A51822 Total Quality Control.
Offers a free integrity inspection and repack if used in an emergency.
Can be repaired locally using the originally specified materials.
Can be fitted into a remote deploy kit if you decide to do aerobatics .
Uses the latest materials to reduce weight and bulk.
Weighs only 3 lb .
In stock for immediate shipment.
Packed free ready to use with inner bag.
Free owners manual.

50 when you decide you need a Parachute ask for BULLET by name .
AUSTRALIAN MADE for Australian Conditions.
PARACHUTES AUSTRALIA
55 PHILPOTT ST, MARRICKVILLE N.S.w. 2204
TEL: (02) 519 1333 TLX: 72658 PARAUS

/
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CHILDREN OF THE SKY
Outoverd.~serts of darkIless and dreams,
Out furougho~eans of gladness we sail,
Venturing onwardsthmugh mystical scenes,
Blown on thewhiniOf fue wind that prevails,
We havenorea~on to doubt fue trufu,
Driven by danger and discontent,
And fue ·drums of you tho
Don't let fue meDlory die,
Children offuesky, heroes of fue sea,
And as your life passes by,
Remember hoW itfeels to be,
Children offueskY> · ..

Fl~ih~~'~finghhf~h~S 6iti~~6maridfear · . .... . . . . ..•.. .
Searching thr()ugh clouds of weafuer and snow
Travelling through valleys of secrets and tears
Where only the brave or the foolish would go
Watching for signs in an empty sky
We never thought that we would fall
As the years went by.
Don't let the IneDlorydie
Children of the sky, heroes of the sea
And asyourli[epassesby
Rememberhowitfeels to be
Children oithe sky.

SEA THERMALS ?
VAPOUR LIFT ?
MAGIC BEANS?
While flying the coast on a 200' ridge in 20 knots one
sunny Sunday, the local pilots and myself were all
engaged in our favourite game ...... see who can get the
highest! The wind was straight on and we were
getting a couple of hundred feet fairly easily.
The lift seemed to have random lumps in it that I
discovered coincided closely to the white caps and
spray on the ocean. After the white cap broke and
sprayed from the force of the wind, a few seconds later
a small lump of liftier air would hit the ridge; not
enough to tum in, but if you pushed the bar out in it you
would climb 5' - lO'. After a while I was able to
reasonably predict the extra pockets of lift and get a
good 50' -70' higher than everybody else, which I
thought was quite funny because nobody realised how I
was doing it; until one or two of them would start
tailing me and get the same height.
It seems that at a certain wind strength the molecules

of water are tom from the surface and mix with the air
for a short period, and being lighter or less dense than
the air around it, it rises faster.

by Anon.

This "Vapor Lift" is short lived as it isn't very big and
soon mixes with the surrounding air again.

ICOMP. CALEND~RI
F~b . 2()-28LaWr~n6~Jiarg~av~scomp.

See what happens when you pay attention Hubert
....!. .... pay attention Hubert!
JuliusMakk

At Stanwell Park: Pl'izemoney. Details this issue;
I Feb 20-28
Victorian Open. Ben Nevis area.
Contact Wes Hill, 28 Forster St, Norlane 3214.
Feb 27-28, Mar 5-6 · Capricorn Skyriders Comp
Rockhampton. Contact Shane Newell (079) 393769.
Mar 27-Apr 4 Mt Widgee compo
Nat Ladder compo Eflquiries Jack & Lyn Nash
(071) 834881.

6th European Hal'lg Gliding Champs.
Alpago, Italy. 1-17 July 1988.
Contact nALPAGO 88, 3201 0 Pieve O'Alpago, BELLUNOITALIAn Tel. 0437/479136. Telex 440140
7th International Hang Gliding Meeting at
M. GRAPPA,ltaly. 31 Mar - 4 Apr.
Contact Renzo Francesconi (0444) 676509
....

---'-

......
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LAWRENCE
HARGRAVES
INTERNATIONAL
Just a reminder that this competitionthe Fourth - will be held at Stanwell
Park and Mt Kiera from the 20th - 28th
Feb.,1987. Those pilots who wish to
enter are asked to fill in an application
form, which can be obtained from
either Ian Jarman or myself. Ian will
be taking a heap of them down to the
World Championships at Mt Buffalo.
The selection of the 40 pilots in the
main competition will be made from
those applications. Those who miss
out will be entitled to fly in the Leisure
Class provided they are of Advanced
standard.
The basic make up of the competitors
will be 15 Australian pilots and 25
overseas, 6 of the above being women.
Of the overseas pilots, 2 will initially be
selected from each country and that
number will be increased or decreased
at the discretion of the organising
committee. The Australian pilots will
be selected on the basis of their
position on the competition table,
previous Lawrence Hargrave
competition experience and local
knowledge. The entry fee will be $100,
most of which we hope will be returned
in the form of prize money, and to pay
for two sumptuous social occasions.
The Leisure Class competition is open
to all pilots of Advanced standard. The
entry fee will be on a day basis - ie. you
can go in any day you wish on payment
of$15. $5 will go to administrative
expenses and the rest will be divided
amongst the first three places at the
end of the day. Whether Leisure Class
is called on any particular day will
depend on the weather and the
discretion of the Meet Director, Ian
Jarman. Obviously there will be no
Leisure Class when we are restricted to
flying within the Stan well valley.
Our Competition T shirts have now
been com pleted, by courtesy of
Enterprise Wings and can be bought
for $15 from their factory, or from
myself or from the new hang gliding
eating sensation, Ruby's Revival Cafe,
run by Judi and Rob de Groot in the
Stan well Park Shopping Centre. All
proceeds will be going to prize money.
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The two sumptuous feasts that we are
planning are firstly at my place, 19
Stanwell Ave, Stanwell Park, on Sat
20th Feb 1987, which is the first day of
competition. That will be a BEQ. Non
competitors will be asked to bring their
own grog, but food will be provided for
a fee. Then on the 28th we have the
prize giving, to be done by our local
MP, Robert Tichner, followed by a
bush band, all of which will take place
at the Surf Club. There will be an
entrance fee for that but the amount
will depend on our costs.
Kieran Tapsell.

MTWIDGEE
COMPETITION
1988
27th March Sunday to 4th April Easter
Monday, with 26th practice day.
Entry to PR4 & 5 pilots. Must have
parachute and radios.
This year we will have a computer and
a computer man and the competition
will be on the National ladder. South
East Qld 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th April.
Camping Fees: $1 per person per
night. Camping will be in the Widgee
Show grounds as usual where there are
hot showers and toilets. The school will
be supplying meals cheaply in the
evening.

ENDORSED BICENTENNIAL ACTIVITY
Thil Xli""y "- been paniaUy fWldc&J by mE AUSTRAUAN
BICENTENNIAL AU11-tORrrY to cciebralc """, ...U.'. Bia:ntennary

inlYM.

As part of Rockhampton's Regional
Bicentennial Garnes, Capricorn Sky
Riders are holding competitions on two
consecutive weekends - Feb 27 & 28
and March 5 & 6.
RITAMATA:
A timed race around a set course with
points for spot landing. Also a
handicap system will give new flyers an
excellent chance!

Entrance Fee: $50.
Prize money stands at $1000 at the
moment plus prizes and we expect to
double this. We are running a raffle to
raise money for this. Anybody
interested in tickets, they are $1 a
ticket in a camera with 2 lenses, film
and all accessories value $500. 2nd
prize, Camera Kodak Kit value $71..
Also one of these for a ticket sellers
prize, so anybody interested in helping
sell tickets, please contact me.
Hope to see you there,
Jack and Lyn Nash
1 Marys Creek Rd,
Gympie.4570 Qld.
For enquiries phone Jack or Lyn on
(071) 834881

HELENS CHALLENGE:
An exemption to ANO 95.8 has been
applied for to allow us to fly at 6000' in a
triangle - Mt Helens, Mt Carnley, Mt
Larcom.
STEPHENSON SHIELD:
The format for this comp is decided at
the time according to the weather.
BARBEQUES WILL BE HELD ON
BOTH SAT. NIGHTS WITH
MEDALS/TROPHIES AWARDED IF
DECIDED. ALL MEMBERS PLEASE
HELP TO MAKE THIS A SUCCESS BY
JOINING IN!
For enquiries contact Shane Newell:
(079) 393769
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RAINBOW BEACH
FUN FLYel[N
December 26th, 27th and 28th.
I think we picked the best place to do
our first "competitive" flying (ha ha!).
The Rainbow fly in was the best.
Here's a quick run down on the three
daycomp.
SA TURDA Y - Registration in the park
and waiting for the wind "It's on". A
great day with a speed run followed by
a distance towards Inskip Pt.. Followed
by the usual gathering outside Alberts
caravan "BYO chairs".
SUNDAY - Fancy dress - "Are all hang
glider pilots crazy?" - Most of the
spectators thought so. Some of the
highlights: Neville Warner "Neville
The Devil", Alf Carter "The Tijuana
Surfer", Les "The Bitch" Carter, Paul
"Zombie" Carter and Lyn "Hang Glider
Groupie" Nash.
The Task for the Day: A speed run
which included a pylon race - a good
experience for everyone. Sunday night
we had a great barbie, good fun and
good punch if you were quick. Music
emerged from "The Swamp" (our bus).
Hopefully everyone had a good night.
Thanks to Bridgit, Sandy, Wendy and
Denise for all their hard work.

The Encouragement Award went to
Ron McKenzie and myself who were
sharing the one glider, an Altair.
Thanks have to go to Jack and Lyn
Nash who organised the comptition
(and received a bottle of Rum for their
trouble). Thanks also to Beth Warner
for a great job as she has done in
previous competitions, the townsfolk
for their hospitality and a special
mention to the helicopter rescue and
the S.L.s.C., as well as the doctor on
the scene on Sunday.
All in all we raised $233 for the S.L.S.C
and the S.E.S..
After all that was over we even
managed to squeeze 52 people into
Paul and Bridgit's bus for a great New
Year and Gerry Gerus taught us a lot
about parachute repacking, thanks
guys. This was a lot more than just a
competition. It was a hell of a lot of
fun, friendship and flying.
Just a little point to pilots flying
Rainbow - land well away from the
bathing
area,
preferably
further
towards the Inskip end of the non

The wonders of Rainbow Beach

vehicle area. The life savers have been
good to us, so lets be good to them and
return the favour ..
Regards
Michael Jowett.

Sunday was marred by an accident
involving a free flyer (not in comp.)
crashing whilst attempting a loop in a
borrowed glider. I'm only 8 months in
the sport but I've already seen that
over confidence can be
really
dangerous. A full report will be in
Skysailor soon.
Please, lets hope
others learn from this.
MONDAY was a free fly day with a
spot landing at the end. Some very
interesting means of stopping - Paul
how high can you go from one foot off
the ground?
The presentation was again at Alberts
caravan (Headquarters) .:
Hang 2 - Peter Schwenderling.
Hang 3 - Terry Way
Hang 4 - Neville Warner
Hang 5 - Ted McCord.
Spot Landing - Henke Van
Raalte

Parachute repacking - L to R - Beth. Yan.lan. Gerry. Nev and Dan
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1987 QUEENSLAND CRASH
STATISTICS
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The following is a brief summary of the
21 accident reports received by QHGA
during the period 28/3/87 - 27/11/87.
No further reports have been received.
However I know of at least 9 accidents
that have occurred this year that have
not been reported and no doubt there
were more.
The breakdown and
conclusions are as follows.

The big thing I got out of all this is
substantiated evidence to show that if
you don't have much experience at a
site, particularly inland, then the dice
are loaded against you. If you have got
nothing else out of this please
remember this one point and act
accordingly.
This also applies to
experience on the glider you are flying
(see Graph 2).

0
0

Z

LAUNCH SITE DETAILS
71 % of accidents occurred at inland
sites. The remaining coastal accidents
involved either learners or complacent
experienced pilots.
The interesting
statistic is that 50% of the inland
accidents related to pilots with less
than 50 hours total inland experience.
90% of accident reports received were
from pilots who had less than 50 hours
at the site concerned.
In a clear
majority of cases a S.O. was consulted
before launch.
CONCLUSIONS
I realise different people will read
different things from these statistics
but a few things stand out like
unclipped carabiners so to speak. We
still seem to have the age old spread of
accidents at both the inexperienced
and experienced ends of the pilot skill
level.
However better teaching
methods are gradually lowering the
overall number of accidents in the
beginner ranks. I would also like to say
that the higher number of reported
accidents in training is not because
there were more accidents but that
students and instructors have been
more conscientious in their accident
reporting
thank you!
The
experienced pilot, by his nature, is still
often pushing the limits in order to
suceed and sometimes this can be
costly, in many ways. It can only be
hoped that these pilots realise the
greater long-term satisfaction in
achieving goals safely.
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Even though we had no fatalities this
year, several of the accidents had all
the ingredients to end this way. These
included 2 power line accidents, 1
unsuccessful parachute deployment at
300' and a few nasty approach/landing
accidents. Remember in our sport it is
a fine line between pleasure and pain!
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Graph 2
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The last point I want to make
regarding accidents is with regard to
5.0. advice. The statistics show that a
5.0. was consulted in 14 of the 21
accidents. When you arrive at a site
first appraise the site and conditions
yourself - and then confer with a 5.0.
and LISTEN to where their opinion
differs. In this way the 5.0. gets a
better idea of your understanding and
ability and can then make a decision
about your flying and you learn to
modify your own perceptions of what is
happening on the day. This is going to
be very important with the new rating
system where less emphasis will be
placed on a sticker and more on your
ability and LOGGED EXPERIENCE.

Safe flying in '88
Neil Schaefer
QHGA Safety Director.
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The new accident form has been in
circulation for about 6 months now and
it seems to be giving us the right sort of
information.
If anyone has any
constructive gripes let me know so we
can modify the form to suit. To those
pilots who took the time to fill out
reports I thank you for putting
something back into the sport we get
so much out of. To those who didn't;
don't blame anyone if the facts don't
get to the surface, except yourself.

50·100

10·50

0·10

Hours Flown (logged)

MODE OF LAUNCH
19 of the 21 accidents occurred after
hill launching while the other 2 were
following tow launch but were not
related to the launch phase.
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The sooner I receive your letters, the
sooner we get the Government
assistance.
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be sending them to another address you tell me.
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Bye ....
Peter de Mestre.
PS - I have received only a couple of
entries for the best new QHGA INC
Logo, but they are of excellent quality should be announcing the winner next
month.
SAFE1Y DIRECTOR'S REPORT

QHIi

INC.

Some time ago back in early October, I
sent a letter to all Queensland clubs
chasing information that would enable
us to put a submission together with a
view to gaining State Government
recognition under it's Encouragement
to Sport Scheme.
So far only Derek Kennedy, who is
President of both N.A.S.S.A and
University Pilots, has replied (onya
Derek). So if you are on a club
committee and you didn't see my
letter, please get someone onto this as
soon as possible. The information we
require is outlined as follows:
(1) - The full name and address of your
c1ub(s).
(2) - A complete list of your current
membership.
(3) - Details of your club's competition
structure.
(4) - Any other data you feel may be of
relevance to the matter.

These

statistics will also fill an
gap in our records, making
It easIer for us to communicate in the
future. Please also let me know if you
are not getting access to QHGA Inc.
and HGFA minutes of committee
meetings; these should be available at
your club meetings. Maybe I should
~mpo~tant

Well here in Qld the rain (liquid
sunshine) is upon us and it seems that
the only thing flying is this year,
probably March by the time you read
this. However the Christmas hols saw
many pilots again confirming Newtons
Laws of gravity etc, by digging holes in
mother earth. The worst incidents - no
I mean accidents, bad ones, occurred
at Rainbow Beach over the Christmas
weekend. I know of four accidents at
this site, two of which resulted in
hospi~alisation, one to Maryborough
HospItal and the other pilot initially to
Nambour and then to Royal Brisbane where at the time of writing he was still
unconscious.
Unfortunately as it
happened, this guy was flying a
borrowed glider (GTR Race), I
understand with two years experience
total was doing aerobatics; fell out of a
wing over/loop?, inverted then spun
into the ground; hard.
Result one
comatosed pilot, one broken borrowed
glider, heaps of bad PR newspapers
etc. and not one accident report,
written, verbal or otherwise from
anyone of the four current S.O's
present.
Why?
Slackness?
Irresponsibility?
You decide.
We
heard
about
this
consequently
accident from a Brisbane PR2 present
at the time, thanks Graeme!
While we have S.O's apparently not
doing their job at times we also have
reports coming in of those who are
doing the right thing and either
coming up against brick walls in trying
to enforce the rules or being rejected
totally by the other local pilots for
doing their duty. The handbook sets
out clearly what duties S.O's have and
all pilots and S.O's should know them
and perform them. If pilots in you;
area fly in breach of ANO's or HGFA
rules then it is your RESPONSIBILI1Y

to inform them of this and if such
action continues, you should inform
QHGA
with
full
details
and
disciplinary action will be taken
against the offending pilot/so
Having the authority of a S.O. you
must endeavour to keep the respect of
yo~r fellow pilots and restrict your
actIons to those which relate to the
incident at hand. Don't enter into long
arguments about the issue where you
may be under public scrutiny. Most
pilots are proud so try to have a close
word and if this fails inform the pilot of
the action that will be taken if he/she
persists.
All pilots have the opportunity to
S.O's
(Intermediate
or
become
Advanced) but few answer the call.
Those that do, often work hard to
promote safe responsible flying and in
that duty they are bound to offend
so~e.
They are in most cases only
tryIng to save you from your worst
enemy - yourself.
Our accident
statistics prove this. Try giving them
the respect they deserve and use them
to your advantage by asking them
about
sites,
conditions,
gliders,
manoeuvres before flying - not after.
And don't ridicule them when they do
act on issues of safety. Generally
QHGA and I will continue to defend
S.O's where they act on safety issues
unless positive proof from uninvolved
witnes.ses can. show that such people
are actIng outSIde their duties.
Another subject related to this is the
new rating system. I still have not
received the guide answers from
HGFA. The copy they sent out was
illegible so S.O's will just have to
continue researching from library
textbooks etc - I urge everyone to do
this.
They will be sent to current
Examiners~ when I receive them.
No one can develop understanding
from copying answers. Secondly under
the new system you are required to
show your log book to the site S.O. so
he can confirm that you have the
necessary skills to fly at a site on a
particular day. This obviously applies
mostly to pilots visiting sites and those
with limited time at the site concerned .
By time I mean quality time in varied
conditions. All piolts unfamiliar with
the site or conditions should ask who
the S.O. is and see him, if not at least
consult an experienced pilot. If this
procedure isn't observed by pilots and
19
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S.O's then we might as well throwaway
any rating system that we have.
Finally, below is a list of pilots who have
not submitted accident reports for
accidents in '87 or early '88. I don't like
doing this but sometimes people need
to be reminded in order to get action.
These are full blown accidents not just
uprights or anything like that . There
may be more but these I know of:
Neil Bell
Denise Doolan
Julius Makk
Harry Manwaring
Peter Pasmany (Jnr)
April Ricketts
Paul Saarinen
Peter White
Dimetric Haragodos.

FEBRUARY1988
rock terraces covered in barnacles?, or
barbed wire and thistles don't make for
pleasant landings - besides what will
the fledglings think?

have their names published in
Skysailor.
The choice to remain
anonymous is still there - just put in a
report!
Just one more thing for now. All pilots
must wear suitable footwear and an
approved helmet. BARE FEET ARE
NOT SUIT ABLE. I know the warm
sand at Rainbow feels nice and the
moist grass at Tamborine gives one a
chance to be at one with nature but

I know this letter has been a long rave
but I feel these things need to be said
if we are going to have any sort of
practical organisation to our sport.
Enjoy '88 Airborne
N. Schaefer
QHGA Safety Director

In future pilots will have 6 weeks to
report accidents they are involved in.
This also applies to S.O's who I know
have witnessed an accident as it is
their duty to do so. Those who fail to;
except where still incapacitated, will

NOW, THE

TWO SEAT TRAINER

FROM

Pree Plight/

~

SCHOOL OF HANG GLIDING

• TRUE SUSPENSION
• ADJUSTABLE, SELF - TRACKING
STEERING.
• IMPROVED GROUND & FLIGHT
HANDLING.
• FULLY ENGINEERED
Send for details or refer to Nov
'87 Skysailor article.

Ph. (02) 4502186
8 Laitoki Rd, Terrey Hills 2084
Ph. (02) 5228389
59 Bellingara Rd, Sylvania 2224
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RICHTHOF~EN

- An Incident Report

(from Hang Gliding Assoc. of Canada National Newsletter, Dec. '87.)
By KEN RAMSAY
On July 29th 1987, I became a member
of the elitist group of pilots who are
looked upon by the hang gliding
community the same way they are
looked upon by the general public. An
aura of mystification loomed in the air.
"Wow!" "Are you alright?" "What was
it like?" "You had better stay clear of
me!" I had involuntarily joined the
ranks of those who had had midairs.
It was the third day of the Canadian
Nationals at Cornwall Hills, Cache
Creek, Be. I had been waiting on
launch for conditions to improve but
by early afternoon I realised they were
turning to the worse. I decided to
launch while I still had the chance. My
take off was smooth but I soon
encountered stormy turbulence and it
took me a few moments of intense
flying to regain control and confidence
in the rowdy air.
There were very few pilots in the air at
the time, most were high or far away. I
could only see one, Phil Pritchard, an
Australian, flying a gold and orange
GTR, at my altitude. I decided to keep
a distant eye on him, because of the
rough air and to look out for others that
might sneak up. Five minutes into the
flight, I was about a quarter of a mile
east of launch, and heading back when
I was hit by a gust that shot me
upwards. Just then I heard a voice
from above say "lookout"!!! Before I
had a chance to bat an eye, I had
collided with another glider.
Brad Chadwick, another Australian
pilot, flying a white GTR, was
thermalling above when he was
dumped out the backside of a thermal.
His wings had locked as he saw me
coming up towards him. He yelled
thinking I would move out of his way
but neither of us had a chance to react.
His right lower rigging wire had hit my
left leading edge and as we ricocheted
off each other, he snagged my right
lower rigging with his right arm. We
then rotated around each other until
his arm gave out.

My first thought was to throw my chute
but upon reaching, I couldn't find it. I
was bouncing around inside my "A"
frame like popcorn popping, I was
totally disoriented . Eventually I was
able to grab my base tube, stabilizing
myself enough to see it. It wasn't until
then that I saw Brad for the first time.
He was sitting on top of his upside
down glider, tugging at his chute. His
quick pin was stuck, but not for very
long, soon his chute opened.
I thought of throwing my own but
realised that I was still flying and
thought we would separate.
Sure
enough, as soon as his chute opened,
we pulled apart and he soon landed. I
was amazed how little time it took for
him to land. I was later told that we
were only 400' above the trees when we
collided and that it only took us 15
seconds to separate. Shortly after he
landed, I saw movement and realised
he was alright. I then decided I had
better head out to the landing field.
As I headed out I wondered why it was
so quiet.
Then I realised my
instruments, a Ball 652, were missing. I
decided to look around and inspect
what damage occurred. The sail along
the left leading edge and at the right
cross bar/side wire junction was torn
and the left downtube was shaped like
a boomerang. This explained why the
handling felt like that of a very sloppy
Comet.
I then proceeded very
cautiously, making large smooth 360's
until I was low enough to make a final
three leg approach. By this time the
air was relatively smooth and I was
able to make a soft standup landing.

Dan Baum and his girlfriend,Chris, ran
over and asked if I was alright. I
responded with a smile thinking I had
never felt better to be on the ground.
Phil Pritchard and Stew Midwinter
witnessed the whole incident from
above and were able to direct a ground
crew to retrieve Brad. He was found
within the hour and had only suffered
a swollen arm from waltzing with my
glider. His GTR basically only suffered
two broken cross bars when he fell into
his sail. My HP was less fortunate . I
later discovered I also had a bent cross
bar and keel, stretched upper rigging
and a missing nose cone. The next day
I went looking for my instruments but
to no avail.
In retrospect, the only thing I could
think of to prevent such a fate, was to
be more aware of the gliders further
away. Then I might have been able to
spot Brad and anticipate what he
might do. In Brad's case he was a noncompeting, less experienced pilot than
I, flying an unfamiliar site, in
conditions he wasn't used to . If I was
him, I would not have let myself get too
close to an unfamiliar pilot in such
rough conditions.
Murphy's Law
always seems to come true when one
least expects it.
Joining a mid-air fraternity such as
this, I am not proud of, nor would I wish
it on anybody else. However, I've
become known as the Red Baron of
hang gliding (or Killer Ken Rams-me
by my closer friends). At least now I
have respect when I fly.
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TO THE HANG GLIDERS
WOMEN'S AUXILLIARY

PRESIDENT'S
REPORT

by Eunice Hobson
Hang glider pilots,
they're pretty hot stuff,
Of flying and beer
they can't get enough.
They always know if they're
coming or going
While their women sit reading
or kni tting or sewing.
Away from the tow strip they're
really quite normal,
until they catch sight of a
cloud or a thermal
And then they're away in a land
of their own
So you can't beat em, just join them
don't winge and don't moan
For when its all dark and the
wind is all gone
Your hang glider pilot
will find his way home.

"WIZARDS
OF OZ"
THE HANG GLIDING VIDEO
CHRISTMAS SPECIAL
"WIZARDS" -

$49.00 incl. postage

"FREESTYLE '83" $49.00 inc!. postage
"WIZARDS plus "FREESTYLE '83"
- $69.00 incl. postage
Great Christmas present for a friend.
Cheque - PARK COMFORT HANG GLIDING
Post 3a Raymond Rd, Thirroul 2515
N.S.W.

We are having too many accidents!!
Over the Christmas period I have heard of many
serious accidents but received NO accident reports.
If someone has an accident that involves ambulances,
police or rescue squads YOU MUST PHONE HGFA OR YOUR STATE
ASSOCIATION IMMEDIATELY AND FOLLOW UP
WITH AN ACCIDENT REPORT AS SOON AS
POSSIBLE.
Don't assume someone else will do it. Pick up the
phone, dial 02 251 2704 and leave a brief message
stating your name and phone number (so we can contact
you for more info.), who had the accident and where
and when it happened.
Please try and be more consciencious about accident
reporting procedure as ultimately it benefits all of us.
Two of the accidents have involved attempted loops,
and one of the pilots is still in a coma. Both attempted
to throw their 'chutes - both failed.
DON'T DO LOOPS. THE RISK IS TOO GREAT.
Even gliders built specifically to loop break under the
loads they are subjected to and trying to loop a
standard high performance glider is virtual suicide.
Another serious accident involved a pilot locking out
under tow and breaking his arm and leg.
TOWING IS INHERENTLY MORE DANGEROUS
THAT HILL LAUNCHING, ESPECIALLY WITH
LOW AIRTIME PILOTS
so learn to tow the "Gradual Advancement" method
and only in stable, low wind conditions. Remember
that we have had two deaths within a year already
through towing accidents. Lets learn from them.

I have heard also of countless accidents due to pilots
over-extending their capabilities - by taking off in
high winds or at sites too dangerous for their skill or
landing in rotors.
WE ARE AT THE MERCY OF THE WIND.
PLEASE THINK BEFORE YOU FLY.
Consider where there is likely to be turbulence both at
take off, on the ridge and in the landing area. Work
out your landing approach before you take off. Use the
experience of better pilots to confirm your strategy.
FLY INTELLIGENTLY.
See you in the air
Phil Mathewson
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X/C EPICS
The fIrst in a new series
This month - a story by Mike Rose.
WITH a brand new glider, a Victorian pilot flew about
70kms to a deserted house in the middle of nowhere.
After a couple of hours he chanced a ride back to Swan
Hill. It was at this point that the trouble started....
So interesting was the driver of this chance ride, and so long

was the pilot at the pub the night before, that he slept most
of the way back to town. A quick "go back up the main road
and you can't miss it", from the driver and the ensuing
search began.
Ten hours of searching, and almost a thousand kilometres of
road were covered before we decided to call it quits for the
night!
The next morning two suspicious employers received STD
calls requesting "sickies".
It was time now for phase two of the search. A phone call to a
local pilot (fixed wing), and we were on our way out to the
hired aircraft (a Cherokee Arrow), to re-fly the now infamous
flight.
Forty-five minutes of flight time later and we were circling at
200 feet over a recently packed glider and harness next to a
deserted house in the middle of nowhere.
We arrived back in Melbourne almost 24 hours later than
the rest of the tow crew.
As Grant's driver (I bombed out first), the motto is: Do not
buy a Foil 160B Racer if you are conscientious about your job
_ it will fly you half way into next week!!

Current World Champion John Pendry with the lovely Monique

The Freestyle
a preliminary report
John Coby would be the first to admit he doesn't have a
copious head of hair _ at least I think he would. That he has
any left at all is nothing short of miraculous after the
constant delays to the much publicised Freestyle compo at
Stan well Park.
A week of disastrous weather conditions culminated in a
much "shortened" version held at the first (and last),
opportunity on Monday, January 18. Even so several pilots
had given it away _ some to return home, others to make for
Buffalo.
The reduced field, coupled with the severely curtailed event,
was a far cry from the spectacular event that, had the
weather been kinder, would undoubtedly have seen vast
crowds in attendance. As it was the Tall Ships and "work"
kept people away in droves _ a pity as everyone there
agreed it was spectacular with plenty of thrills.
Rounds were cut to a single flight which put additional
pressure on all the fliers _ a single make or break
opportunity to qualify for the next heat, rather than the
normal three.
Not surprisingly the competing pilots, frustrated by a week
of sitting around on the hill and a single chance to get their
acts together, were into some pretty radical manoeuvres.
That was until Russell Duncan stopped at the top of an
attempted loop and tumbled his glider into the side of the
hill, breaking his nose in the process. That quietened things
down considerably.
The net result was a win for Ricky Duncan, second place to
Bruce Daniel, and third to Tony Armstrong.

Joe Bostik - World XC Record Holder - 365 km

Despite what must have been a very sore nose Russell did
return to the comp _ a courageous move _ good on you
Russell.
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The outright winner and recipient of
the coveted Blue Max Trophy was
Garry Fimeri with some outstanding
consistent flying.
Steve Blenkinsop
who has held the title for the last three
years came second and won the
teapot, with Paul Kelley coming in at
third spot.
Rising stars Ben Mayfield and Ian
Andrew received awards for the
competition's most improved pilots
and Col Millard received the sink
award.

CROWEATERS CORNER
JANUARY 1988
1987 State Championships
This year's State Competitions were a
lively affair with some exceptional
flights and a close finish with the lead
swapping between several pilots up
until the last round. Commencing on
the October Long Weekend, with
breaks for the Adelaide Grand Prix
and Ross's grandmothers birthday, the
competition was completed on the
29th November after 6 rounds had
been flown .
The 20 competing pilots, plus 5 or 6
others of novice and intermediate
ratings who were along to improve
their flying, flew each round from our
sites in the mid north of the state,
approximately 130 kms north of
Adelaide.
Barn Hill, Illawarra and
Lochiel all produced some good days
with long X/C flights being had
including a flight by Jenny Ganderton
of over 160 kms which we suspect is a
Womans Australian record.

AUST.

WOMANS

Ochre Point Development
On the 20th November members of
SAHGA commenced work on Stage I
of the Ochre Point Development which
was to build a 30 metre retaining wall
at the westerly launch and level the
take off area. With the aid of a bob-cat
we also managed to fill some large
holes in the access road and remove a
mound in the car parking area.
Ochre Point which is arguably the most
flown coastal site in SA due to its close
proximity to Adelaide 0/2 hr south)
and orientation towards the prevailing
south westerlies, has been flown for
over 15 years. Older SAHGA pilots
have seen suburbia gradually creep in
on Ochre and we felt it was time to
strengthen our hold over the area by
improving the site so that there is
"concrete" evidence of its use for hang
gliding purposes. We would like to
have the area declared as a reserve or
perhaps lease some of the farmers'
land so that we have a more secure
tenure over the site.

Further development will take place
next year.
National Team Selection
All State Associations would have
received the SAHGA submission with
respect to the selection of the National
Team. To date (9/12/87) we have
received one reply, from Tasmania.
Whether or not you agree or disagree
with what was proposed, it is important
that each State can have the
opportunity to raise an issue and have
it voted on.
So can all State
Associations advise the timing of their
executive meetings at which decisions
on these matters can be determined.
SAHGA holds its general meetings on
the first Tuesday of each month and
executive meetings on the third
Tuesday of each month.
1988
1988 is going to be another big year for
SAHGA and pilots here in South Oz,
both from a flying scene and socially.
If our membership continues to
expand as it has in 1987 we can expect
to have nearly 200 members on the
books by December '88 (look over your
shoulder before turning). The advent
of the new rating system and the 6th
World Championships will mean hang
gliding is going to get more media
exposure than we've had for a long
time. Let's ensure that it is positive.
To all those interstate and overseas
pilots reading this on a hot January
day, if you'd like to try some SA flying come on over, you're welcome!

;}it-J

The AustraWm WOlllansFiy-I~will take place
in the Lauritonarea, near Taree, in NSW
from 2-9 April 1988.
Entry Feeis $5().
Accommodation is with Lee and RobynScoH at the
Mid North Coast Gliding Centre. Camping and all
meals $15 per day (less if meals are not needed),
Bunkhouse accom. with all meals $20 per day.
Pilot Briefing 8,00am 2nd April in
Hannam Vale Rd, Lome.
Contact Toni Noud for all detailste. entry accom. and
compo info newsletter on (042) 942919 AH or write to
13, Lady Wakehurst Dr, Otford, NSW 2508.
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Ian Rees, Alan Bevis, Grant Heaney
and I think another five more pilots
flew past goal during the Vic. comps to
make distances of around 90 kms.
That's the spirit guys!

VIC NEWS
Happy, hic, New, burp, Year, hic,
Victorians! Trip, crash.
Sorry for falling over but I seem to get
all heady and my chest fills up so
much I lose balance. You know, 1988,
bicentenary, national pride etc.
Talking about national pride, you
Victorians really seem to be getting
your act together (not that I'm anyone
to judge). Just about every weekend
there are exhilarating stories of great
flights by Victorians and fewer stories
of rotten landings. During the last
weekend of the Vic. comps, Junior
(Warrick Duncan) blitzed his previous
records by working five thermals to
achieve a difficult 23 kms. Junior's
efforts gave him tenth place for the
day.
Tony Dennis's plans to join an elite
secretive sect (The Victorian 100 Mile
Club) were realised when he released
the tow line in NSW at 500' and flew
106 miles, over-flying his goal to land in
Victoria, south of Euroa. Unfortunately
Tony forgot to do an important part of
the pre flight check and drastically
suffered the consequences at about
5000' . A great sigh was heard over the
radio shortly after the event. It's good
work Moyes build absorptive foam in
their pod harnesses. Tony was so
impressed he became a dealer.
Shane, having already become a
member of the sect, was content to
land at his nominated goal, the Euroa
airfield, 97 miles from take off. Shane
made excellent height gains.
Jeanette Phillips was getting ail of us
Australians together at the "Wing
Ding". Piles of people turned up and
ate masses of food. That will keep the
pilots, drivers and friends going for
even more exciting flying.
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Thanks Peter Davies, Colin McRae,
Ian Rees, Shane Gleeson and John
Amor for updating and improving our
standards by talking at the thermalling
seminar. I found Ian Rees's talk on
instruments particularly informative
and interesting.
Peter Davies who
organised
the
seminar
greatly
appreciated the support given by the
crowd that attended.
Mike Coburn and I would especially
like to thank Phil Mathewson for
dropping everything at very short
notice and devoting his day to helping
Mike and I discover the details of the
examiners rating. The information is
now being distributed throughout
Victoria. That means: Yippee we can
all try for our new ratings! But wait,
there is a new system which will
hopefully stop the mad scramble after
rare and reluctant examiners at
southern meetings. To organise to
have your rating test you must first
phone Jeanette Phillips, she will
an
examiner
and
a
organise
convenient time for you to be tested.
Thanks also Denis Cummings and
John Clark for hosting us boys and
giving us some ideas on tow
instruction.
Wow everyone seems to be jumping
on the towline to expertise. John
Walmsley is organising an instructors
seminar for the 16th and 17th January.
If you would like the details then
phone John on 77 2972. I don't seem to
be on that towline since the instructors
information will probably arrive too
late.
Sorry.
Another sad thing:
Buckland Gap is now closed. No hang
gliding. That includes the Everton Hill
end as well. Obviously we slipped up
somewhere.
To finish up on top of the stack and trip
me up completely with hip, hip,hooray,
Mt Emu will be open by Christmas. It
has a drop of about 3500' to the landing
paddock, two wheel drive access and is
in the Kiewa Valley.
Geepers!
Myles

NSW
UPRIGHT MATERIALS - 28mm x 2mm x 7 m
6061 T6 - anodized
'The Good Gear' - $75 length
Discount bulk orders
Enquiries phone stephen stokes (049) 29
2195.
STANWELL POD , Black with rainbow, Suit
5'2" - 5'8" , $250 , Ph Forrest 4502186,
GTR 162 (PR3) White main, Yellow LE,
Total hours <30, $1800, Phone (02) 524
4098,
FOIL 165 (PR3) Green LIE , blue UIS, 198687 X,C , League winner. 3rd in recent NSW
Championships, Still very competitive
glider $1500,
Phone(063)421672
C ,B, RADIOS, K40with aerial. Works well
$115,
Realistic hand held 6Ch, 5 watt with
rechargeable batteries, trailing aerial.
extension mike and charger $135, Gel
cell 1,9 AH , Battery $23,
Phone (063) 42 1672. $250 THE LOT,
MARS 170 (PR 1) with hang harness
included, Original owner, very good
condition $1050,
Phone Nev (042) 26 8837 BH, (042) 27 2118
AH ,
GYRO 11160 (PR1) Excellent condition ,
Blue, pink and white, $1400
Call steve 597 4272
GTR 162 (PR3) white main, yellow LIE ,
Only 30 hours $2000
Phone Stan (02) 5244098
Moyes MISSION 170 (PR2) 4 months old;
total flying time 2 hrs; immaCUlate
condition, Plus Moyes pod for tall pilot,
helmet, compass, wind meter and other
extras,
The lot $2600
Phone Piero 949 2772 AH
MARS 170 (PR 1) two to choose, $1100
each, Good condition (includes
delivery) ,
Lee Scott (065) 569692
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MARS 170 (PR 1) Special gold
L/E.whitemain.14hrsairtime .
excellent condition . Looks
good in air and flies beautifully.
$ 1300. Includes batten profile.
manual and apron harness.
Ph . John Afflick (02) 5708017 H or
(02) 2286763 B.
GTR 162 (PR3) Red surfcoat
L/E. special gold quarter panel
and white 4.40z trailing edge.
Faired king post. very good
condition . No tears or flutters .
$2000.
BALL 651 AltojVario . Very
good condition.just serviced
$550.
ICOM IC40 UHF CB RADIO. gain
antenna . battery pack and car
battery or gel cell converter
$550
Phone Peter 44 3626 AH
All prices are or best offer after
31st March 88. as I'm off to Uni.
GYRO 1160 (PR1) very tidy glider
and cocoon harness (5'9")
$12000no
Mick (02) 451 5353
PROBE II 175 (PR3) excellent
condition. mylar tip panels.
Blue L/E. yellow U/S. white
mainsail $1100.
COCOON (5'9" - 5' 11")
excellent condition with
parachute and helmet and
Hall ASI $375 .
Phone Mike (02) 8074372.
MOYES HARNESS padded
cocoon to suit 5' 10" to 6'2"
pilots . Brown with coloured
stripes across . Parachute and
ballast containers. good
condition.
Phone Roland (02) 449 5584
PROBE II 175 (PR3) cheaper
than your average vario at
$800. your first choice for an
introduction to easy handling.
high performance gliding .
Also
Cocoon Harness $ 100
Litek Vario $250
West German Barometric
Altimeter $ 100
Phone steve (043) 25 1060 AH
GTR 162 (PR3) dacron sail .
great colours. no flutters.
speed bar. batten profile.
spare upright. top condition
$ 1800 ono
Phone Bob Cox (065) 835069
FOIL 165 (PR3) good condition.
low hours. no flutters. All
da c ron sail. Red L/E.
goldjyellow U/S. white T/S.
High performance at a rock
bottom price only $ 1400. a lso
Cocoon harness 5' 10" - 6' $ 180
Phone Mark Fisher (066) 24 3111
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MAGIC III 155 (PR3) with full
dacron (4.2) sail and magic
trimmer. Good condition and
has recently undergone
complete factory check out.
Only$1500
Ring Bruce (02) 30 5666
MOYES METEOR 170 (PR3) in
excellent condition. Double
surface sail in blue and yellow
colours. Recently fine tuned
and all bolts changed. Flies
well $500 ono .
Phone Henning (02) 923 2536.
MEGA 11170 (PRl) gold/red tips.
As new $750 ono.
Phone steve Hocking (02) 327
4484
SABRE must sell for about $750.
Very tight sail.
Phone Gary 580 8195.

QLD
FOIL 160B (PR3) New Dec '86 .
Light blue LE. special gold and
orange US in parallel cut. Fully
aerfoiled. internal VB. full
documentation etc . Excellent
cond o$2400 ono Ph (07) 2033565
after6pm .
SuncoastCocoon Harness.
roll-thru type four (4) point
suspension system with safety
back-up . Fully padded
encasement and shoulder
straps. new condition. tan and
orange colour - $200 . Ph (07)
3782313.
MIG 180 (PR3) Make an ideal
trike wing or a good
intermediate glider for the
heavy person . 2 years old .
Has VB. faired kingpost. speed
bar. trailing edge tensioner.
rainbow undersurface. black
and white top surface. Must
sell urgently. Gift at $850 Ph
(079) 221225.
GYRO II (PR 1) Yellow LE. yellow
U.S. with blue keel pocket. Flies
well and is in good condition
except for a slight flutter on the
trailing edge. $800. Will freight
anywhere in Aust. Excellent
learner glider. Ph (071) 834881 .
GTR Full Race 162 (PR3) Gold
top. all red bottom surface . In
very good condition . A
bargain at $2200 . Pn (071)
855020 . Will freight anywhere in
Aust.
FOIL 165 (PR3) Dark blue. light
blue U/S. Going cheap at $900 .
Phone (079) 46 1157 Dave
Lamont. PO Box 6 Proserpine.
4800.

ACT
3 UHF Electrophone hand held
CB's. as new. Head phones
with PTT. if required.
$550 per radio. phone (062) 92
1824 or (057) 56 2235
MOYES GTR 175 (PR3)
yellow/white. as new
condition only 18 hours airtime .
Handles great. suit new glider
buyer $2300 ono.
Phone steve (07) 202 1256

VIC
Cocoon Harness with
parachute. Moyes backpack.
black with white .blue and pink
trim. Suit height of 165 cm .
Good as new. Will separate
chute from harness. $400 .
Phone stuart (03) 874 6403
BAND IT 180 (PR 1) gol d L/E with
blue/red panels. Excellent
beginners glider. Good
condition and fun!! to fly.
Includes owners manual and
apron harness.
Priced to sell $550. Phone Mick
(057) 55 2181 (Bright).
COASTAL TO INLAND
ECONOMY PACKAGE
PROBE II 165 (PR3) White with
rainbow U/S. Sail tight. flies

well. Very good condition .
Ball Vario and Barigo Altimeter .
Mounted together for quick
and easy attaching and
detaching from glider.
P.A. CHUTE never thrown .
recently repacked (including
Moyes harness if required) .
The Lot (057) 55 2181

WA
TRIKE . Robin440cc motor. twin
carby. belt reduction drive. all
set to fly with SWIFT 170
reinforced wing . $3200
Also MOYES MEGA II reinforced
for tow flying . Excellent
condition . $800.
Phone Garry on (09) 385 1717
BH . (09) 2718947 AH .

SA
FOIL Racer 160B Built Oct '87. V.
low airtime. $3OO00no. Jenny
Ganderton (086) 425083

Skysailor
Copies of the
colour January issue
are available for

$4 each.
So why not send copies
to your friends?
or fellow pilots overseas ?

Log Books
We now have comprehensive
log books for sale
at $5 each
send your order to
HGFA
RS08, 161 Gloucester St
Sydney 2000
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With 18 specific design

u

changes from the standard
model, the GTR Race Series
combines an exceptional
climb rate, unbeaten
performance, light
responsive handling and
warp rates of speed .

~GTR

162 RACE is USHGMA Certified
C> GTR 151 RACE is NOW Available

DESIGN /P HOTOGRAPHY BY ADAM HUN T

Moyes Delta Gliders Pty. Ltd, 173 Bronte Rd.,
Waverley, Sydney, N.S.W. 2024. Ph. (02) 387 5114 Fax. (02) 387 4472

